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Abstract 

The contracting company is in the desire of an autonomous system that can do tedious 

administrative work that is today done manually. They would like to autonomically notify 

customers about incoming alarms from the customers’ real estates’ Data Under Centrals 

and to notify about bookings, in which a complete booking system has to be created, 

together with a file system analyzer that notifies about new files in the customers’ project 

folders. A notification system was made that was easily deployable and ready to use. The 

system had to be completely configurable for the contracting company to use it to its full 

potential. The notification system was to send notifications when a new alarm had entered 

the database, a booking had to be reminded of, a rebooking was made or a file had been 

added to the file system in a designated project folder. The contracting company had a 

web portal that was further developed in ASP.net in which a booking calendar and 

booking viewer page was added together with a form creation and management system. A 

demo buttons page was also added for generating demo notifications for the company to 

show it’s customers how the system responds to certain events. The employees at GATE 

IBS feel confident that this system will help them in their working environment to further 

strengthen their position as an industry leading business in control- and monitoring 

technology. 

Keywords 

Notification, Autonomous, Email, Software, Booking management, Encrypted key 

generation, Data Under Central 
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Sammanfattning 

Det uppdragsgivande företaget önskar ett autonomt system som kan utföra tidskrävande 

administrativt arbete som idag utförs manuellt. De vill autonomt informera kunderna om 

inkommande larm från kundens fastigheters "Data Under Centrals" samt meddela om 

bokningar där ett komplett bokningssystem måste skapas tillsammans med en 

filsystemanalysator som meddelar om nya filer i kundens projektmapp. Ett 

notifikationssystem gjordes som var enkelt att distribuera och redo att använda. Systemet 

måste vara helt konfigurerbart för att det uppdragsgivande bolaget ska kunna använda 

programmet till sin fulla potential. Anmälningssystemet skulle skicka meddelanden när ett 

nytt larm hade kommit in i databasen, en bokning måste påminnas om, ombokning gjordes 

eller en fil hade lagts till filsystemet i en utsedd projektmapp. Kontraktsföretaget hade en 

webbportal som vidareutvecklades i ASP.net där en bokningskalender och 

bokningsvisningssida lagts till tillsammans med ett formulärgenererings- och 

formulärhanteringssystem och en demoknappssida för att generera demonotifikationer för 

att företaget ska kunna visa kunderna hur systemet svarar på vissa händelser. De anställda 

på GATE IBS är övertygade om att detta system kommer att hjälpa dem i sin arbetsmiljö 

för att ytterligare stärka sin ställning som branschledande företag inom kontroll- och 

övervakningsteknik. 

Nyckelord 

Notifikation, Autonomt, Email, Mjukvara, Bokningshantering, Enkrypterad 

nyckelgenerering, Data Under Central 
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I. Introduction 

A. Background 

GATE Intelligent Building Support is an industry leading business in control- and 

monitoring technology since the year of 2000 and has numerous technicians employed 

in both Umeå and Örnsköldsvik, Sweden. GATE delivers and installs heating, air-

conditioning and cooling systems for both private and public environments. GATE 

offers tailor-made system solutions together with a variety of services; for example, 

GATE  Aware that allow for the Data Under Centrals (DUCs) (see Section I.D)  

installed in real estates to connect to the company’s alarm monitoring central, which 

makes for quick actions to be taken when something goes wrong [1]. 

GATE has a web portal called GATE Care built on Internet Information Services 

(IIS) using ASP.net.  GATE Care allow customers to overview the DUC status in their 

real estates and allow administrators at the company to manage accounts, 

organizations, real estates, etc. The service also allows for customers and 

administrators to overview the project folder contents that are tied to the contract 

between company and customer. 

B. Aim 

The people at GATE IBS are in the desire of an autonomous system that can do 

tedious administrative work that is today done manually. Developing this system will 

make it a much smoother experience in managing incoming alarms by informing the 

customer about the alarm instantaneously. It will also be easier to book service visits, 

both by routine and by an emergency. The directory analyzing system will make sure 

that both the customer and the technician is informed of new documents that have 

appeared in their shared project folder.  

C. Goals 

The company would like to notify customers about incoming alarms from each of the 

DUC’s connected to the monitoring central by email. This is not something that should 

be done manually, so making an autonomous system to do the task would be an 

appropriate method to go for. They would also like to have a booking notification 

system and a directory analyzer and notification system, all autonomous and easily 

manageable. A program will be developed, containing all the functionality that the 

notification system comprises. 
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D. What is a DUC? 

A Data Under Central, abbreviated to DUC, is an electronic control system for 

building automation. This system is very alike the Programmable Logic Controller 

(PLC) used in industry but come with less processing power. A common use for the 

DUC is control over a wide variety of sensors, PID control (a common technique used 

in control technology) for ventilation systems, etc. There is not much information 

about Data Under Central as a term but the system is frequently used in property 

administration corporations; a more common name used is “building controller”.  

The contracting company uses an EAGLEHAWK [2] controller as the building 

controller of choice in their customer’s real estates. EAGLEHAWK is a BACnet-

compatible (BACnet is a standard protocol for communication in building automation) 

controller for heat, ventilation and air conditioning applications (HVAC). 

EAGLEHAWK consists of a uniform graphical interface and control-, data logging-, 

alarm-, scheduling- and networking functionality for both HVAC and non-HVAC 

applications. The controller supports BACnet, LonTalk®, Modbus, M-Bus, Panel Bus, 

HTTP, HTTPS and SMTP as communication interfaces [2]. 

E. Primordial study 

Researchers at the Department of Medicine, Brigham have come to the realization that 

physicians at Women’s Hospital, Boston are often unaware of the results of tests 

pending at discharge (TPADs) [3]. The researchers have designed and implemented an 

automated system to notify the responsible inpatient physician of finalized results of 

TPADs using email notifications [3]. The system is triggered by a patient’s digital 

discharge timestamp, identifies the discharging inpatient attending physician and 

network primary care physician from central databases, files all non-finalized tests in a 

queue, updates the status of the non-finalized tests at a fixed daily interval, and sends 

an email of the result to the inpatient attending physician [3]. After deploying the 

email notification system, the researchers observed a statistically significant increase 

in the rate of awareness of TPAD results by attending physician for patients assigned 

to the intervention compared with usual care [4]. Over eighty percent of inpatient 

attending physicians receiving automated email notifications claimed that they were 

satisfied with the system in a survey (59% response rate) made by the researchers [4]. 

This proves that automated email notification represents a promising strategy for 

managing results of TPADs [4].  
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What [3] and [4] concluded can prove useful in the analysis of how the automated 

notification system that this thesis addresses can affect the working environment of the 

contracting company. What workload is released and what is the engineering aspect in 

automating a manual task? The issue will be discussed in detail in Section IV.  

F. Access and user manual 

All rights of this software are reserved by GATE IBS and will only be accessed by 

those therein, GATE IBS owns the right to distribute this software to third parties and 

holds the claim of all source code that the software is built upon with exception of 

libraries and external programs licensed under open licenses. 

The set-up of this software is a straightforward procedure which comprises 

following the instructions in the Readme file included with the software. When that is 

done, the user should have a fully deployed and running application. Despite the ease 

of setting up the software, it allows for an in-depth configuration that needs to be taken 

into consideration before running the software. Table 1 consists of all configurable 

files together with their location relative to the program executable and their 

description. 

The automated system is only allowed to send email notifications as an output method. 

The system will only send notifications if one of the following conditions are met: 

 A new alarm has been written to the database. 

 The current date has exceeded a booking’s reminder date and hasn’t been notified 

about yet. 

 Someone has filed a rebooking request on an already notified booking. 

 A new file has been added or updated in the directory that contains all project 

folders and its’ contents. 

Only administrators will be able to perform bookings in the web portal with the possibility 

to extend into allowing customers to rebook an already applied booking. 

The software will be written in the object-oriented programming language Java using 

JavaMail API [5] together with other supporting utility libraries licensed under open 

licenses. The software will then be bound to the Apache Commons™ Daemon [6] to be 

able to run as a Windows Service together with a system tray application to let the user 

control the service state, make changes to configuration files, etc. The software will be 

ready to use out of the box by only requiring a batch executable to be run to execute the 

necessary commands for installing the daemon as a Windows Service and adding the tray 

application to the schtasks scheduler to be able to automatically run at system startup. 
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Table 1. Information about configurable files included with the software. 

Filename Path Description 

install.bat ./ The user needs to edit this file to 

provide it with paths to JVM, 

ClassPath, program executable, tray 

application, etc. 

configuration.ini ./ Holds all internal settings of the 

daemon software such as SQL 

Server connection credentials, 

SMTP login, notification email 

content file paths, etc. 

sql.xml ./bin/sql/ Holds all internal database 

information such as table names, 

column names, queries, etc. 

blacklist.ini ./notification/filesystem/ Holds information about folders that 

should not trigger a notification 

dispatch to customers or technicians. 

All .html content 

files 

./notification/alarm/ 

./notification/booking/ 

./notification/filesystem/ 

Should be edited to suit the 

application of the software. These 

files are used as email bodies when 

sending notifications. 
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II. Method 

A. Notification system 

To minimize the maintenance time and effort of this software and to avoid the need to 

having to visit the source code to make small and/or insignificant changes, a large 

portion of developing this software will go into parameterizing and abstracting so that 

customization can be done to fit the application by editing easily accessible 

configuration files (see Table 1). For example, in the sql.xml file which specifies table 

names, column names, and queries used to talk with the database, the user can change 

everything to improve or tweak the communication between the software and the 

database. The name parameters used when parsing queries from the XML file are 

stored in the DOCTYPE structure definition of the document as entities. The program 

then uses a custom made parsing algorithm (see Section III) to retrieve this data when 

handling the result set returned from queries sent by the software. The queries are 

stored as elements and are parsed using the standard java library org.w3d.dom. Name 

parameters used in queries specified in the XML document are automatically swapped 

for the ones defined in the DOCTYPE definition thanks to entity references, which 

makes parsing of queries very easy. 

The data coming into the system will be fetched from either a database or a file 

system in the server the program is deployed in. Inputs that the program will react 

upon if looking solely at the database (see Figure 1) is incoming DUC alarms, 

incoming bookings, rebookings and surpassed reminder dates. Inputs from the file 

system comprise analyzing whether there have been any recent incoming files or not 

into the directory in scope (see Figure 1). There is also an optional input that may be 

implemented that will enable the system to receive acknowledgement statuses from 

the company’s DUC units so that the maintenance status can be changed in the 

database (see Figure 1). 

The notification system consists of two independent subsystems; Database 

scanner and File system scanner (see Figure 1).  
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Figure 1. System overview including input and output data 

 
 

The database scanner’s main purpose is to send SQL queries to a database and get 

information about new alarms and bookings. The database scanner is therefore split 

into two submethods; the “check for alarms method” (see Figure 2) sends a query to 

the database that compares alarms in the alarm table to the latest handled alarm. If no 

alarm has been handled yet, i.e. the program has just started or hasn’t handled any 

incoming alarm since initiation, the COMPDATE comparator variable will be set to 

the program initiation timestamp. If the result set returns any rows, that mean the 

alarms within have appeared after the set COMPDATE variable and those alarms can 

be notified about. The system will then gather the associated customer’s user 

information by querying the database and sends a notification email to the customer 

about the alarm (see Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Alarm scanner procedure 
 

The “check for bookings” method is a bit more complicated since it consists of much 

more functionality than the former. This method sends a query to the database to fetch 

all unnotified bookings and then checks if any of the bookings has surpassed it’s set 

reminder date (see Figure 3). If it has, then the system will firstly fetch the customer 

information and generate an encrypted string consisting of the user id, organization id, 

object id and booking id, using an encryption algorithm called AES with PKCS5 

padding. This string is then URL encoded to be able to be used as an HTML request 

parameter. The generated key is then saved into a session table in the database (the 

purpose of this will be discussed in Section II.B).  

After preparations are made, the system will send an email notification to both the 

customer and technician reminding them about the booking. The booking could also 

have an iCalendar [7] flag set, in which the system will also send a separate email to 

all attendees inviting them to the booking event (see Figure 3). This allows everyone 

to automatically get the booking into their calendar, which was heavily desirable by 

the contracting company. Lastly, the system will set the notified flag in the booking 

information and send to the database. 
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Figure 3. Booking scanner procedure 

 

Another feature of the database scanner that belongs to the booking notification 

procedure, but is presented as a separate subsystem, is the “check for rebookings” 

method (see Figure 4). This method fetches all bookings from the database that has a 

rebooking flag set. If the booking has been notified about, i.e. the reminder date has 

already surpassed the current date, the system will send a notification alerting the 

customer and technician about the changed booking date and will also send a new 

iCalendar [7] event email if the flag is set in the booking information (see Figure 4). 

The system will change the old booking date to the new date and will also 

calculate a new reminder date given that the booking has yet to be notified about (see 

Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Rebooking scanner procedure 

 

The database scanner subsystem will be updated using a scheduler at a set interval 

(this will be done in a separate thread from the main thread), specified in the 

configuration file (see Table 1) and a watchdog reset will restart the subsystem if 

something causes the program to freeze, for example, if the database returns a null 

value of a parameter that hasn’t been accounted for and the program enters an 

exception state that it cannot continue to run from. The database relationship diagram 

is found in Appendix 1. 

The file system scanner’s main purpose is to analyze the folder sizes of a given 

directory and react when some folder is bigger than it was before (see Figure 5).  
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Figure 5. File system scanner procedure 

 
 

The scanner procedure starts at the root directory of the path specified in the 

configuration file (see Table 1) and checks if the root directory is bigger compared to a 

value that the system has stored in a hash map that corresponds to the current directory 

(see Figure 5). If the hash map returns nothing, then it means that the directory hasn’t 

been checked before and the system will store the current value in the hash map. If the 

hash map returned a value, then the system will proceed. If the size is smaller than the 

stored value, the system will just store the new value, since that mean that someone 

removed a file and it won’t send notifications about those events. If the size is larger, 

then the system will begin traversing the subdirectories to find the source folder (see 

Figure 5). The minimal amount of directories that has to be traversed in order to be 

able to send a notification is based on a directory structure specified in Appendix 2.  

The system wants to firstly find an organization folder, this is because the system 

needs to know the organization id to be able to fetch the customer user information 

from the database (see Appendix 1). Then the system wants an object folder to know 

which project folder to specify in the notification and from there it can find the source 

folder of the updated and/or added file. 
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When sending notifications about the updated folder, the system validates against a 

configurable blacklist (see Table 1) to determine if it should send a notification to the 

recipient or not (see Figure 5). 

While it has already been determined that the methodology that will be used for 

sending notifications is via email, there could be more advantageous approaches to 

this problem. A study [8] states that sending notifications by email is not flexible 

enough and it hasn’t the capability of providing enough information. They propose an 

architecture for using instant messaging as the notification method in enterprises [8]. 

With this architecture, users can use the Instant Messenger (IM) on their device to get 

notifications and send queries back to the notification system if they need more 

advanced information [8]. This system has a major advantage over traditional 

notification systems like email, which is one-way only, usually from system to users. 

Users can thus not query detailed data from the notification interface like the proposed 

architecture in [8]. The study [8] also states additional advantages over traditional 

methods in a table (see Table 2). 

So there is a possibility for using Instant Messengers instead of email when 

sending notifications which allow for increased extensibility, querying, etc. Though 

the advantages proposed in [8], this methodology will not be used and will not be 

discussed further in this thesis. 
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Table 2. Advantages of the next generation notification system over traditional 

methods proposed in [8]. 

 Next Generation 

Notification Server 

Traditional E-Mail or 

Short Message 

Notification Server 

Message Format Multimedia via File 

Transferring features. 

Multimedia as File 

Attachment for E-

Mail. 

Session Management Yes No 

Integration Interface Standardized Proprietary 

Middleware 

Integration 

Web Service/SOA No 

Extensibility Could be integrated 

with other 

technology with a 

new Adaptor. 

No 

Security AAA, Encryption, 

and Signature could 

be enforced with 

private IM Server 

Short Message 

Service uses 

infrastructure from 

mobile operators. 

Real-time Yes No 

B. Web portal 

The present web portal uses IIS together with ASP.net to present web pages. Because 

of the lack of knowledge using ASP.net, there was a certain need of studying that had 

to be done in order to be able to further develop the web portal for the contracting 

company. ASP.net is not far from identical to what PHP accomplishes in web 

development. Both are back-end frameworks that handle sessions in running threads 

rather than static request handling methodology that HTML supports. Both ASP.net 

and PHP allow communication with databases, file systems, SMTP and POP3/IMAP 

servers, etc.  
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The comparison between the two will only scratch the surface but what differs from 

ASP.net and PHP is that ASP.net is a web application framework and PHP is a 

scripting language together with a runtime environment [9]. Since ASP.net is not a 

programming language per se, it uses mainly C# for developing web applications. 

Since ASP.net uses an object-oriented programming language for development, it is 

slightly harder to learn than PHP, which may be why PHP is the most popular 

programming language for web development today [9]. While some may say that 

ASP.net has an advantage in loading speeds of web applications, a study [10] 

concluded that the loading time differences were too insignificant to come with a final 

conclusion of the matter. One advantage that PHP has over ASP.net that may be 

crucial in deciding which method to use is that PHP has multi-platform support while 

ASP.net has not and is solely tied to Windows Server systems [10].  

Taking the above into consideration, the web portal will be developed further in 

ASP.net, which it was originally written in. The calendar for committing bookings will 

be created on a separate page, navigable to by the master page file. The calendar 

consists of a calendar table at the top (see Figure 6) and current bookings in a list at 

the bottom (see Figure 7). The bookings list is toggleable between showing all 

bookings and only the user’s bookings.  

 

Figure 6 (Color only). Calendar table. Red means that a rebooking is pending, yellow means 

that a booking is present at that date. Grey is the selected date and blue outline is the current 

date. (Text is in Swedish) 

  

 

Figure 7 (Color only). Booking list. Red means that a rebooking is pending. (Text is in 

Swedish) 

 

When clicking on a date in the calendar, a new section will pop up between the 

calendar table and the booking list. This section comprises input elements for creating 

a new booking request. Available input is booking date, organization, object, 
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description, reminder date, booking duration, and iCalendar event enabling and 

attendees list (see Figure 8).  

 

Figure 8. Booking creation window. (Text is in Swedish) 

 

Upon clicking on a booking in the booking list, a window will pop up with additional 

information about the booking taken straight out of the database (see Appendix 1). 

There are also two buttons in this window; a rebooking button and a removal button. 

When clicking the rebooking button, a calendar table pops up together with a text box 

and a send button. When clicking on a date in the calendar, the text box creates a date 

string corresponding to that date and the original booking time. Clicking send will 

query a rebooking request into the database for the notification system to handle. Upon 

clicking the removal button twice, the booking gets removed from the database.  

When a booking is committed, the notification system will handle it according to 

the flow chart described in Section II.A (see Figure 3). The system also generates a 

form key and encodes it with AES PKCS5 and URL encoding so that it can be used as 

an HTML request parameter. This key is used to generate a form at a specific page in 

the web portal that allows the customer to fill in certain requests prior to the service 

visit. 

When the customer has sent the form, it will be created as a .doc file in the project 

folder based on the information provided when decrypting the form key. The key is 

then removed from the sessions table in the database and it cannot be accessed again. 

Admins can change the layout of this form (questions and answer types) by visiting 

the admin panel. This information is stored in the database which the form page uses 

to construct the form presented to the customers. 

 

When developing a web application and a system connected to a database, certain security 

and performance issues has to be taken into consideration. Connections to the SQL Server 

used by the contracting company is authenticated with Windows Authentication. In a 

typical authentication system, authenticating is often done with providing a username and 

a password. This means that the login information has to be stored somewhere, often in a 

file or in the source code, which may be prone to security risks [11]. 
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With Windows Authentication, the authentication to the database is committed through 

Windows users which mean that interactivity is created between the front-end system (e.g. 

a web application) and the operative system of which the SQL Server is installed. The 

password of the user does not have to be known since the user’s database access rights are 

configured directly in the SQL Server manager [11]. This results in more secure 

connections since technicians at the server side can provide very specific rights of access 

to certain parts of the database [11]. 

Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) is an application protocol that supports certificate-based 

authentication for web clients and servers. Microsoft has integrated SSL support for the 

IIS webserver software that allows websites to be secured with HTTPS [11]. SSL gives 

rise to the following security features [11]: 

 Server authentication – SSL-activated applications use certificates to authenticate 

to a server. 

 Data confidentiality and integrity services – SSL creates secure, encrypted 

communication channels in which traffic can go through, between an SSL-

activated client and server. 

 Client authentication – SSL uses certificates to authenticate a client. Client 

authentication is an optional service that can be activated. 

Performance issues mainly come down to the communication with the notification system 

and the database, and that’s where the least knowledge was found. When querying a 

database with SQL, using specific methods can improve execution time when the database 

generates and returns the result set. For example, if the desired data value from table 

column X is to be fetched from Table B and the program which is trying to get the data 

value has knowledge of a data value in table column Z in Table A, and table column Y is 

common between Table A and B, a nested subquery can be created to fetch the data value 

(see Figure 9) [12]. 

SELECT X  
FROM B 
WHERE Z = ( 
    SELECT Z 
    FROM A 
    WHERE Y = <value> 
) 

Figure 9. Nested query example. 

 
 

There is, however, a better way of doing this and that is to use the SQL command JOIN; 

in the same conditions as the prior, the query will be a little different and maybe a little bit 

easier to read (see Figure 10) [12]. 
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SELECT X 
FROM B 
JOIN A 
    ON B.Y = A.Y  
        AND A.Z = <value> 

Figure 10. Joined query example. 

 
 

Using JOIN is not only much more effective but gives for a more readable query string. 

Robert Vieira says the following about JOIN [12]: 

”For performance reasons, you want to use the join method as your default 

solution if you don’t have a specific reason for using the nested SELECT 

[…]” – Robert Vieira, 2010 [12] 

III. Results 

A. Notification System 

The notification system consists of a packed and ready to use software that comes with 

an executable, jar files and configuration files in various folders together with a 

license, readme and notice files. Deploying the software is done by running one small 

.bat file in the root of the software install directory and configuring the configuration 

files described in Table 1 to make sure that the software is properly set-up for the 

system that will use it. The software is automatically run as a Windows Service 

together with a tray application for interfacing (see Figure 11), but it can be run 

manually by running the executable where a command window will pop up in which 

debugging is possible (see Figure 12). 

 

Figure 11. Tray application interface. 
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Figure 12. Command Window for debugging the notification system. 

  

The system sends email notifications when: 

 An alarm has entered the database in which the alarm date is subsequent to the 

comparator date. 

 The current date has surpassed a booking’s reminder date and the booking 

hasn’t been notified about. 

 A rebooking request has been established and the booking has been notified 

about before. 

 A new file or folder has been added to a project folder. 

 

The content files that the system picks from when sending notifications are fully 

customizable HTML files with some parameter functionality that gets parsed in the 

system when it reads the file. Users can, for example, use the parameter %object% to 

make the parser print out the real estate name in its place or %firstname% to print the 

recipient’s first name (see Figure 13).  
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<p>Hello, %firstname% %lastname%!</p> 

<p>We will visit %object% for service the %bookingdate%.</p> 

<p><b>Description:</b></p> 

<p>%description%</p> 

<p><b>Please, fill the form using the following link</b> if you want us to 

look into something in addition to the service visit.</p> 

<a 

href="http://www.website.se/form.aspx?key=%formkey%">http://www.website.se/

form.aspx?key=%formkey%</a> 

 

<p>Best regards <b>Gate IBS</b></p> 

Figure 13. Email html content example. 

 

 

 

 

To enable parameterized SQL query and database table information configuration, a 

parser was created and built into the notification system. The parser uses a Regular 

Expression (RegEx) to capture entities from the DOCTYPE structure definition in the 

.xml file (see Table 1). The RegEx captures each entity efficiently by pattern matching 

and returns the first match found in the document (see Figure 14). If the entity name 

matches the desired, the value will be returned and the algorithm is done; otherwise, it 

will continue to the next entity match and so on, until the RegEx matcher returns 

empty in which the program concludes that the entity doesn’t exist and throws an 

exception. 

(<!ENTITY\s+(\w+)\s+["]([^"\n]+)["][>]) 

Applied on 

<!DOCTYPE SQL [ 

... 

<!ENTITY alarm_table           "tbl_alarm"> 

 <!ENTITY booking_table         "tbl_bookings"> 

 ... 

]> 

Gives 

[<!ENTITY alarm_table           "tbl_alarm">, alarm_table, tbl_alarm] 

Figure 14. An example of how the regular expression is applied to the DOCTYPE to parse 

entities. The result is an array containing three groups; the full match, the entity name and 

the entity value. 

When parsing the elements (SQL queries) from the .xml document using 

org.w3d.dom, the query parameters are automatically replaced by the entity references 

(see Figure 15), this allow for quick and easy query retrieval and modification.
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<QUERY_GET_NEW_ALARMS> 

SELECT &object_id;, &alarm_date; 
FROM &alarm_table; 
WHERE CAST(&alarm_date; AS DATETIME) > '%value%' 

</QUERY_GET_NEW_ALARMS> 

Figure 15. An element in the sql.xml configuration file containing a SQL query. Entity names 

enclosed by & and ; will be replaced by the entities’ corresponding values. 

 
 

B. Web portal 

The additional features of the web portal are booking calendar and info viewer, form 

creation and management system and demo buttons page. The booking calendar has a 

gregorian calendar table at the top followed by a booking window in the middle and a 

booking list at the bottom. Upon clicking an item in the booking list, a booking info 

view pops up where rebooking and removal are possible. The form creation page is 

used by customers that have received a link with a unique form key for a particular 

booking, object, and organization. The form is managed and modified at the 

administrator panel in the web application. The demo buttons page is only available 

for demo users in which three buttons preside. One for generating an alarm, one for a 

booking and one for adding a file into a demo project folder. The purpose of these 

buttons is to show customers how the system works and show how notifications are 

generated. 

IV. Discussion 

This autonomic system will be ideal for technicians especially when it come to booking 

service visits. Thanks to the system’s ability to generate iCalendar events at the adjustable 

booking reminder date, the technicians won’t ever have to input booking events manually 

into their calendars again. The system takes care of the conversation between customer 

and technician by sending out a form to the customer to fill in which the technician gets 

notified about in an instant after the form has been filled and sent. The technician also 

needs a report template to fill when at the service visit location. This is taken care of by 

the notification system by letting the technician include the report template at booking in 

which the template gets attached together with the notification email sent at the reminder 

date. 

Customers will be more aware of their real estates’ control systems by getting 

notifications when an alarm has gone off in one of the DUCs. The customer will feel 

present by getting a form to fill in time for the service visit and there will be no need to 
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fuss about manually starting a conversation with the service technician about the 

upcoming service visit.  

The first major further improvement to deliberate on the notification system is a 

system that is able to connect specific technicians from different organizations to different 

objects within each organization. It should also be able to control what types of 

notifications an object will generate and to whom. Other improvements can relate to bug 

testing of specific scenarios that the notification system may face. 

Further development of the web portal is to add a “To DUC” button that customers 

with Gate Aware can use to see their DUC status in real time and alarm acknowledgement 

parsing to change the alarm state in the active alarms list. The web portal also needs a 

major redesign and restructure and has to be secured with HTTPS, which it isn’t today. To 

secure the website with HTTPS, [11] will be taken into consideration. To secure the 

website, either the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) or Transport Layer Security (TLS) 

protocols can be used. SSL and TLS are security protocols that sit between the application 

and the transport layers of the TCP/IP networking stack and both protocols support 

certificate-based authentication of web clients and servers [11]. What is fortunate is that 

Microsoft includes SSL/TLS support in the IIS web server [11], which the contracting 

company uses. 

V. Conclusions 

The employees at GATE IBS feel confident that this system will help them in their 

working environment to further strengthen their position as an industry leading business in 

control- and monitoring technology. Automating a previously manual task has many 

methodical approaches and it can be discussed which method is superior to others, 

nevertheless, every approach allows for innovative solutions to be made. What is known 

though is that automatization improves time effectiveness in the applicable environment 

and can be very cost reductive in the long run. Employees can focus on other tasks at hand 

and administrative work can be performed by a computer in their place. 
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Appendix 

Appendix 1 – Database table relationships 
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Appendix 2 – Project directory structure 

Content 
|-- [Organization 1] 
|    |-- [Object 1] 
|    |-- [Object 2] 
|    |-- [Object 3] 
|    . 
|    . 
|    . 
|    +-- [Object N] 
|-- [Organization 2] 
|    |-- [Object 1] 
|    |-- [Object 2] 
|    |-- [Object 3] 
|    . 
|    . 
|    . 
|    +-- [Object N] 
. 
. 
. 
+-- [Organization N] 
     |-- [Object 1] 
     |-- [Object 2] 
     |-- [Object 3] 
     . 
     . 
     . 
     +-- [Object N]  

 

 


